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For long centuries it was assumed God had made women “inferior” to men: women 
were less rational and more prone to sin and error. Thus they were not to lead in any 
context or speak in public.

In the lat 19th century the first wave of feminism called these ideas into question but the 
time was not right for social change. In the late 60s the time was right. Large numbers 
of women were completing their education and the Pill was invented. With education 
and the ability to control their fertility large numbers of women entered the work force. 
For the first time women could support themselves – they no longer needed to be 
dependent on a man.  Women’s emancipation dawned.

Most of the churches found this change very difficult – most so for Roman Catholics 
and evangelicals. The Catholics have changed but in ambiguous way. Pope John Paul 
II ruled men and women essential equals, the subordination of women is a consequence 
of the Fall, to be opposed by Christians. However, he also taught that only men could 
be priests because the 12 apostles were men (Mulieris Dignitatem, 1988).

Women’s emancipation split the evangelical world. One side redefined old position to 
sound better - God given to men and women different “roles”, men have “headship”, 
women subordination. Theological basis: the creation ideal sets the man over the 
woman. Mantra: “This is what the Bible teaches.”

 (The use of the tem “role” is deliberately obfuscating. Instead of saying men are to 
lead women obey, we are told meaning just this, that men and women have different 
“roles”. Both sides unquestionably endorse sexual differentiation. What divides the 
two sides is whether or not the chief distinguishing mark is who leads and who 
obeys – not role relations but power relations).

The other side: God’s ideal given in creation is the equality of the two sexually 
differentiated sexes. Women’s subordination is a reflection of a fallen world 

That the Bible can be quoted by both sides makes this debate very confusing for most 
Christians who want to stand under the authority of the Bible. But before making too 
much of this it should be noted this is not a unique problem Evangelicals are divided on 
what the Bible teaches on many important issues: the Trinity, inspiration, election-
freewill, the return of Christ, baptism, spiritual gifts, divorce, abortion, etc, etc.

This immediately alerts us to the fact that what we have here is a hermeneutical debate. 
Who is interpreting the Bible rightly? No one denies one or two texts would seem to 
subordinate women but my side asks, how do these texts relate to what would seem to 
be the primary equality theme that runs through the Bible? To say this alerts us to a 
second question. In turning to the Bible to resolve complex theological and ethical 
questions are we looking for proof texts, or for what is the fundamental and primary 
perspective of scripture?



The case for equality of consideration.
The creation ideal is given in Genesis 1:27-28. Put first in the Bible because this texts 
reveals what is first in God’ sight. The two differentiated sexes are equally bear the 
image and likeness of God, both are appointed by God to rule the world side by side, 
both responsible for procreation.

In Genesis 2-3 the same message is given in story/narrative form. Man is only truly 
man/male when woman stands by his side. She is created to complete what is lacking in 
him as his equal helper/partner. Both are equally responsible for disobeying God and 
both bear the consequences in different ways. For the woman the Fall means men will 
rule over her. (Most commentaries on Genesis today and the Roman Catholic Church 
insist that Gen. 2-3 makes the subordination of woman a consequence of the Fall. It is 
not God’s ideal.)

Jesus: In word and deed Jesus insisted on equality of consideration. Those who would 
be leaders he insisted should be servants (Mk 10:41-45). The 12 apostles were all men, 
but this has no theological significance.  They are not depicted as proto ministers, but as 
witnesses – something not open to women. What Jesus revealed was that God loved all 
people, Jew and Gentile, man and woman, black, brown, and white. Who God loves 
must be equal in his sight and if equal in his sight equal in ours also. 

Paul: Paul was certainly emphatic that men and women are equal in sin and salvation. 
Gal. 3:28 primarily refers to equality in salvation for Jew and Gentile, master and slave, 
man and woman. Most believe equality in salvation must have social consequences. I 
certainly do, my debating opponents disagree.

Paul was also emphatic that the husband and the wife were equals in the sexual side of 
marriage - each had authority. See 1 Cor. 7:4.

At a theological level Paul was also emphatic; ministry flows from the gifts given by 
the Holy Spirit and has nothing to do with one's sex. The Spirit is non-discriminatory 
in bestowing the charismata that make leadership in the church possible. See Rom. 
12:3-8, 1 Cor.12-14, Eph. 4:11-12. C.f. Acts 2:17-18, 1 Peter 4:10-11.

In practice Paul was also emphatic. He spoke specifically of -
Women prophets (1 Cor. 11:5, c.f. Acts 2:17, 21:9)
     "       workers and evangelists (Rom. 16:6, 12, Phil. 4:3)
     "       apostles (Rom. 16:7)
     "       deacons (Rom. 16:1, 1 Tim. 2:9)
     "        "heads" of house churches (Col. 4:15, 1 Cor. 1:11, c.f. Acts 12:12, 16:14-15, 
40 etc)
Husband and wife teams (Acts 18:24-28, Rom. 16:7)

Given the patriarchal cultural setting, the number of women involved in Christian 
leadership is quite amazing.  The apostolic practice generally matches the apostolic 
theology.



What about other things Paul said?
1. The three regulative statements involving women.
Three times Paul is forced to deal with a pastoral problem caused by women disrupting 
church life in one way or another. Each of the issues is specific to the church 
addressed. It is a good rule to build theology/doctrine from theological texts not from 
texts giving specific advice to specific questions. 

1. 1 Cor. 11:2-16.  In Corinth men and women were leading in prayer and 
prophecy in church, the most important ministries, and Paul commends this 
practice. However he wants men to minister with heads uncovered and women 
with heads covered to conform to social norms and so that men are seen to 
minister as men and women as women. The issue in focus is head coverings 
not the subordination of women. Women could lead in church at Corinth.

2. 1 Cor. 14:34-35.  Again at Corinth it seems married women were asking 
questions, probably about the prophecies given, and thus disrupting church 
gatherings. In reply Paul tells these women to ask their husbands at home.

            Note also some doubt about the authenticity of this text. 

3. 1 Tim. 2:11-12.  This time writing to Timothy in Ephesus where the church was 
under threat from heretical teaching Paul introduces a new ruling that had not 
prevailed until this time. The women are to stop teaching. As Paul nowhere else 
gives such a ruling, and as he has not objected to women teaching at Ephesus 
before this time, a special problem must be postulated. This is suggested by the 
use of the exceptional word authentein (to domineer) It seems that women were 
setting themselves up as authoritarian teachers – they were claiming to be 
“first” (v 13) and what they were teaching was in error. Like Eve the devil had 
deceived them (v 14).

Note: specific contextual advice addressing a very specific issue can never be the basis 
for doctrine that applies in all contexts.  

2 Wives be subordinate.
(See Col. 3:18-4:1; Eph. 5:21-6:9, Tit. 2:5-10, c.f. 1 Peter 2:13 -3:7).
Yes, Paul did exhort wives to be subordinate and once said the husband is the head of 
the wife. To rightly interpret these texts they must be located in their historical and 
cultural context. In the ancient world and in most of the underdeveloped world today 
women are subordinate classes. In Paul’s world the subordination of women was the 
social norm as was slavery. He deals with both matters in the same way. He gives 
practical advice to wives and slaves set free by Christ on how to behave in the world in 
which they found themselves. 

There can be no rational denial of the fact that the exhortations to women and slaves to 
be subordinate are of the same nature. The evidence is as follows:
1. They stand side by side.
2. Both are either pragmatically or Christologically based (none are based on a 
hierarchical social order given in creation).
3. All commentators until recent times accepted this.
4. Scholarly studies today hold this.



These exhortations only ask of particular people what is asked of every Christian in any 
social relationship - namely subordinate yourself to others (see Luke 22:25-26, Rom. 
12:10, Gal. 5:13, Eph. 5:21, etc.).  They do not set up a permanent, hierarchical order 
but exhort free, responsible men and women living in the first century cultural world to 
act in a particular way so as not to cause offence.  They are not permanently binding. It 
is to be noted that Jesus and Paul teach that to take the role of a servant, to be 
subordinate, is a virtue in men and women!

In Eph. 5:21-33 Paul is seeking to transform patriarchy.  He says, OK you husbands 
can think of yourself as the leader (the head) but this leadership must pattern itself on 
Christ who gave himself even unto death for those he loved. You are a servant leader! 
You must love/agape your wife like Christ loved the church. Nothing is said here on 
who makes decisions. In this passage the model for marriage is not Adam and Eve but 
Christ and the church. 

Note carefully: none of the subordination passages we are discussing appeal to a pre-
Fall creation order that subordinates women.

It is thus concluded that the exhortations to wives and slaves are of the same nature, 
practical advice to those living in a culture that took patriarchy and slavery for granted. 
They do not apply in our culture.

Conclusion.
God’s ideal revealed in creation is that the two differentiated sexes should complement 
one another standing side by side, each with head erect. 

The subordination of women is a consequence of the Fall, a problem that will be with 
us to the End.

Our challenge today is to make the creation ideal a reality in the world, the church and 
the home.

In the church what Paul makes primary we should make primary. What is primary for 
him is not ordination or office but charisma. The Spirit enables and empowers all 
ministries and the Spirit bestows his graces without racial, social, or sexual 
discrimination.


